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A mysterious visitor from the Crystalline dimension, the Summoner has decided to wage his own war across Etheria! With two
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GOOD GREIF IS THIS FUN!!!!. Summoner Hero DLC is pretty cool. This character DLC is VERY MUCH worth the money.
He's one of the best classes in the game for tower builds, he has intangibility and flight powers, he has interchangable
perspectives of on-ground, and Real-Time-Strategy, and honestly the list of his versatility could go onward. The Summoner can't
use weapons, but he most certainly makes up for it. In Dungeon Defenders, you can normally only place a specific number of
defenses, based on how many "Defense Units" the ones you make cost. The Summoner class has his own seperate pool of units
for building to pull from, called "Minion Units". This gives players a HUGE advantage in building, as you can simply add
Summoner minions onto any previously DU-only build. Honestly, this is probably the first character DLC you should buy, or
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even the plain first DLC you buy.. I dont know what it is, but I seem to have the right mind for the summoner which I excell
with and has long become my favorite class in this game. was worth every penny. In short the summoner is almost completely
defencless (cant attack like the other heroes can) but can have two pets to fight for them. your main mechanic is the ability to
summon crystal versions of enemies from the game of which you can command in an RTS fashion (top down. click them and
right click enemes to prompt them to attack the enemy, right click the ground to get them to move there and so on) it is a great
class and i find myself almost exclusively playing it as it is the most fun.. it's like starcraft but dungeon defenders. This is a fun
DLC you can summon minions and they fight for you. Unfortunately this character has no attacks of its own. This is annoying
sometimes as you can get frustrated with not being able to attack. But, you can fly so. itu2019s worth it.. Seriously OP
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